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Abstract: The tissue type resolving X-ray radiography and tomography can be performed even
without contrast agents. The differences between soft tissue types such as kidney, muscles, fat, liver,
brain and spleen were measured based on their spectral response. The Timepix based X-ray imaging
detector WidePIX2×5 with 300 µm thick silicon sensors was used for most of the measurements
presented in this work. These promising results are used for further optimizations of the detector
technology and radiographic methods.
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1 Introduction

The soft tissue X-ray imaging methods gain greater and greater importance in determining anatom-
ical and physiological changes and processes, particularly those specific to various diseases. The
methods allow acquiring information about the extent, morphological and structural changes of
individual organs or tissue structures influenced by disease or therapeutic procedures. Such infor-
mation helps to indicate the presence of disease, monitor its evolution, help to determine the most
optimal therapy and to improve the visibility of the tumor and to improve the accuracy of Monte
Carlo dose calculations (for which different materials/tissues need to be assigned correctly).Animal
models are often used for pre-clinical studies. The goal of our work is to find the new approach to
conduct experiments with animals more accurately and efficiently.

The advantages of energy sensitive X-ray radiography with photon counting pixel detectors in
the field of small animal imaging were already demonstrated [1]. Those are namely: high spatial
resolution, good imaging contrast and energy sensitivity. It is known that different soft tissue types
have a very similar elemental composition. Therefore, it is difficult to identify them in regular
radiographic images. Contrast agents are commonly used for this reason. They allow highlighting
certain tissue types based on uptake of the selected contrast agent in a target tissue or organ. It was
shown that the energy sensitive tomography of a mouse performed with Medipix3 imaging detector
can distinguish even several contrast agents simultaneously [2]. In this work, we show that a proper
measurement of an X-ray spectrum transmitted through the biological sample allows even for direct
tissue type identification without any contrast agent.

The spectral measurements presented in this work were performed with a photon counting
imaging detector based on the Timepix technology [3] within a standard tomographic setup with
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a mini-focus X-ray tube. Each tomographic projection was measured at multiple energy discrim-
ination thresholds. The evaluation method presented here was comparative. I.e. it compares a
spectral response of a particular sample location with known tissue types. We show that this X-ray
imaging method allows identification of tissue types with similar overall X-ray attenuation levels
even without contrast agent.

2 Principle and methods

2.1 Hybrid photon counting detector Timepix

The hybrid semiconductor pixel detector Timepix registers individual ionizing particles such as
X-ray photons digitally. The detector consists of readout and sensor chips (Si, CZT, CdTe,. . . ),
which are connected using the bump-bonding technology. The sensor chip is equipped with one
common electrode on the back side and an array of pixel electrodes on the other side. The pixel
array consists of 256 × 256 square pixels with 55 µm pitch. Each element of matrix (pixel) is
connected to an appropriate preamplifier, energy discriminator and digital counter integrated on
the readout chip. The sensitive area of a single Timepix detector is 1.4 × 1.4 cm2. Larger sensitive
surfaces are created by placing many Timepix detector tiles next to each other [4] (see figure 1).

Figure 1. Left—Single Timepix devicewith planar silicon sensor. Right—TheWidePIX2×5 orWidePIX1×5
detectors consisting of ten or five Timepix devices arranged in matrix of 2 × 5 or 1 × 5 tiles. The sensor
material of these detectors is either Silicon or CdTe. The silicon detector version is used for radiography of
light or thin objects e.g. soft tissue structures.

The major benefits of these detectors are: the theoretically unlimited dynamic range (the signal
to noise ratio (SNR) increases with longer exposure time), the high read-out speed, no dark current
and the energy sensitivity.

2.2 Energy discrimination: thresholding

The energy discrimination threshold function allows to limit the detector sensitivity only to X-
ray photons of energy above a certain preselected energy. The Timepix detector can work in
three principal modes of operation as depicted in figure 2. The basic mode is so called Medipix
mode where each pixel counts particles (photons) with energy over the threshold. The Time-over-
Threshold (ToT) mode allows for the direct energy measurement of every detected particle in each
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Figure 2. Simplified diagram of Timepix function in different modes of operation. The Medipix mode is
used for counting of ionizing particles (e.g. X-ray photons) delivering energy above preselected threshold.

pixel. The third mode (Timepix mode) measures the time of arrival of the first particle interacting
within a pixel. This mode is usually not used for radiography, though.

We usedMedipix mode (counting) for radiographic measurements presented in this work since
the ToT mode requires very low radiation intensity and long measurement times that are impractical
in radiographic and tomographic measurements.

The counting mode with the energy thresholding feature is sufficient for measurement and
separation of different energy bands of the spectrum. The threshold value is set in kiloelectrovolts
(keV). Since there is just a single threshold level available in the Timepix device, integral X-ray
spectra are measured by performing a threshold scan. Typically, only a few energy windows are
used for radiography.

2.3 Energy sensitive transmission radiography or “Colour imaging”

The attenuation of X-ray radiation by a specific material depends on its energy. The shape of such
dependence (the X-ray transmission curve) is specific for each material with certain elemental com-
position [5]. The material information can be obtained even if the transmitted spectra are measured
in a crude fashion by binning the entire energy range into a few energy bins. This basic technique
is similar to colour photography and it is often called “Colour” X-ray transmission imaging.

Energy sensitive radiography with a Timepix detector makes use of the threshold function to
resolve and emphasize differences in the transmitted spectra. A sequence of X-ray images is taken at
different energy thresholds. The energy sensitive X-ray transmission radiography allows to resolve
materials differing in elemental composition.

2.4 Transfer the grayscale image to the colour image

Each pixel is capable of discriminating X-ray photons based on their energy as shown in the
following figure 3. Several energy channels are measured by setting the threshold to different levels.
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Colour X-ray images are created by associating the red, green and blue channels of the final image
with the measured intensities of X-rays at different energies. The blue channel counts for high
energy photons. The green band represent photons with middle energy values and the red band
shows the lowest energies (see figure 3).

Figure 3. The principle and example of colour X-ray imaging are shown. The preselected energy bands of
the transmitted X-ray beam are directly mapped to colours (RGB colours in this case).

Individual channels represent the visibility of different materials based on their spectral re-
sponse (absorption curve). The resulting images are obtained by combining these energy bands and
mapping them to the basic RGB colours (red, green and blue). The method of energy weighting is
often used for material decomposition or separation (e.g. selective image of contrast agent distri-
bution only). There are many other methods of “mixing” the measured signals in energy bands to
enhance contrast of specific materials or structures.

2.5 Energy sensitive transmission radiography

The ability to discriminate tissue type using energy sensitive X-ray radiography [6] was tested with
several simple samples: muscle tissue with fat or chicken wing. The weight of the colour was
assigned to every pixel according to the distance of the measured attenuation curve in this pixel
from each reference curve (see figure 4). It is shown that materials like a fat, a muscle, a liver and
bones (indeed) can be clearly resolved. The example image of bacon is shown in figure 4.

3 3D imaging method: computed tomography

A tomographic measurement (scan) is performed by taking transmission X-ray radiographic images
of the object at different observation angles (projections). Typically, hundreds or even thousands of
such projections are recorded. These projections are subsequently used as input for a tomographic
reconstruction algorithm which computes the 3D volumetric model of the inspected object. The
3D model is usually stored as a 3D matrix where each cell (called voxel) contains information
proportional to the X-ray attenuation coefficient and density of the sample at that point.

The method of material (or tissue) sensitive radiography can be combined with a tomographic
scan simply by measuring projections at multiple energy levels using the energy discrimination
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Figure 4. X-ray color image of muscle tissue and fat. The X- ray tube was operated at 60 kVp and 120 µA.
The threshold scan was performed under thresholds from 5 to 30 keV with step 2.5 keV.

threshold. The tomographic reconstruction can be then applied for each of energy level indepen-
dently resulting in multiple 3D models. Each model is thus calculated for a different energy level.
The final colour visualisation is achieved in the same way to described in the section 2.4

For purposes of this work the stationary tomographic setup with a rotating sample stage was
used. The algorithms of cone beam filtered back projection (FBP) were used for 3D reconstructions
of the measured data.

3.1 Tissue sensitive computed tomography

A plastinated mouse [7, 8] produced by the Smart Scientific Solutions company was used as the
first sample for preliminary measurements using spectral Computed Tomography (CT). Detector
WidePIX2×5 with silicon sensors was used for all measurements. The X-ray tube was operated at
60 kVp and 120 µA and threshold levels of 10, 15, 25 and 30 keV were used. The threshold values
were always selected based on experience and applied voltage. 200 projections were measured in
total. The filtered back projection algorithm was used for reconstructions. Resulting colour X-ray
images based on spectral response are shown in figure 5. The process of plastination replaces water
and fat in the sample with a plastic. This makes the differences between different types of tissue
smaller than in unplastinated organs. However, even in spite of that, volumes of different tissue
types were identified.

The subsequent experiment was performed with a real in vivo mouse body, when the X-ray
tube was operated at 60 kVp, 70 kVp and 80 kVp. The current 80 µA was selected for all of
these measurements (figure 6). The best results were obtained when have been set the following
parameters of the X-ray tube: voltage at 60 kVp and current at 80 µA.

3.2 Spectral responses of different tissue types

The next topic of this work was an evaluation of the magnitude of the differences in spectral
responses measured by the Timepix detector for different soft tissue types as well as an initial test
of repeatability of the spectral responses for imaging of different animal specimens.
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Figure 5. Upper set of images shows regular CT slices (abdominal part). Bottom set of images represents
tissue identified slices where colour correspond to different tissue types. The brightness corresponds to the
scaling factor (density).

Figure 6. CT slices through the mouse lung. Colours represent differences in tissue type spectral response
differences brightness corresponds to the density.

The energy sensitiveX-raymeasurements were performed using frozen samples ofmice tissues.
Samples were taken from two mice for comparison. The following soft tissue samples were studied:
liver, brain, lung, muscle, fat, unspecified tumour (H460 NSCLC xenograft ), kidney, heart and
spleen.

The threshold scan was conducted for each sample for thresholds in ranging from 5 to 35 keV
with step of 2.5 keV and the resulting integral spectra were differentiated. Spectral response was
calculated for each tissue sample according to the following general formula describing the X-ray
absorption in every energy channel:

µ(Ei) = −
1

teff
ln

I(Ei)

I0(Ei)
, µ̂(Ei) =

µ(Ei)

µref(Ei)
.

Where Ei is energy of i-th energy channel, I0(Ei) is the input radiation intensity for energy channel
Ei, I(Ei) is the measured radiation intensity transmitted through the sample at the energy channel
Ei, µ is the linear attenuation coefficient for energy channel Ei and teff is the effective thickness (i.e.
the thickness divided by density).
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The calculated values of µ(Ei) are further normalized by reference the attenuation curve
µref(Ei) measured with a muscle sample resulting in a relative attenuation curve µ̂. Several curves
µ̂measured for three different tissue types are plotted in figure 7. There is clear difference in shapes
of these curves for different tissue types. A very good agreement was found for same tissue types
of both mice.

Figure 7. Attenuation curves for different tissues types relative to curve of muscles in mouse 1. The X-ray
tube was operated at 60 kVp and 120 µA. A threshold scan from 5 to 30 keV with a step of 2.5 keV was
performed for each sample.

4 Summary and conclusions

It was shown that the energy sensitive X-ray transmission radiography and tomography with photon
counting imaging detectors can distinguish and visualize basic soft tissue types in small animal
samples even without contrast agents. Our work suggests that multiple tissue types such as lungs,
spleen, brain, fat or muscle can be distinguished and mapped during single CT scan. Achieving
“colourX-ray” imaging presents real added value for the biological research andmedical diagnostics.
This technology is also applicable in other X-ray applications such as non-destructive testing,
material studies, luggage inspection, etc.
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